
After testing carried out in 2003 and 2004,
and demonstration videos shown at glasstec
2004, CPFilms presents, in this article,
the most recent results obtained by its
security film – LLumar. Previously
experimented on automotive
tempered glass as a forced entry
barrier, the most recent trials
were carried out for blast
hazard verification on various
window systems.
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he critical decision to install LLumar
security film on the windows that you
and your employees sit behind is based

squarely on the possible dangers you are
exposed to and knowledge of the performance
of various LLumar film products. Armed with
the knowledge of what these films can do and
the level of risk one faces from unprotected
glass, the decision is an easy one.

What is the principle risk you face?
Terrorist bombings? Smash-and-grab theft?
Glass-shattering earthquakes or wind-borne
debris from typhoon winds? Do you have a
secondary concern such as high electric bills
for air conditioning or the need for privacy?
Once your needs are spelled out, LLumar
security film product selection is simply a mat-
ter of evaluating product performance in rela-
tion to those needs.

TERRORIST BOMBINGS
Let’s look at one of the most serious risks we

now face from unprotected glass. Terrorist
bombings are growing more common, and are
international in scope. The challenge is to deter-
mine the greatest level of protection achievable
in a way that is most affordable. Since primary
targets of terrorists are generally government
buildings, commercial enterprises, and large
housing complexes, the best way to start the
risk-evaluation process is with a blast consult-
ant. The consultant will help you determine the
potential threats and evaluate your building’s

susceptibility to damage and its occupants’ risk
of injury or death. It is always a good idea to
work with a blast hazard consultant when deter-
mining your unique needs. 

For blast hazard mitigation, how do we
objectively measure LLumar security films’
capabilities? There is a test standard used by the
General Services Administration of the United
States to assess a window system’s ability to
perform under a blast load. A window system is
more than just the glass, and includes the frame,
glazing material (such as glass), and any other
structural components such as the film and an
edge retention system, if one is needed.

ENLARGED VIEW OF ACCEPTABLE 
SILICONE SEALANT BEAD PROFILE

Test carried
out in Socorro,
New Mexico,
United States,
on 16
specimens
from CPFilms,
in September
2004
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TESTING
In September 2004, CPFilms Inc., manufac-

turer of LLumar Safety and Security Window
Films made with DuPont Teijin Films™, sub-
mitted 16 specimens for blast hazard testing.
The independent testing was conducted by
Applied Research Associates (www.ara.com)
and took place in Socorro, New Mexico, in the
United States. The specimens submitted con-
sisted of all combinations of 6-millimetre
annealed and tempered glass in the form of sin-
gle and dual pane window units, with LLumar
SCLSRPS8 or R20SRPS8 security film using
two perimeter attachment systems: Framelok™
and a silicone wet glazing technique. 

The testing was conducted out of doors using
three concrete structures, similar to those pic-

tured on the previous
page, in which the win-
dows are installed.

Once the windows
are installed, the 
pre-established
blast charge
material is pre-
pared, in this
case 600 pounds
(273 kilos) of
ANFO (equiva-
lent to 500 pounds of
TNT). The test requires that the win-
dows be subjected to a certain minimum blast
wave pressure, in this case between 4.1 and 4.9
psi (pounds per square inch).

The pressure desired is established by pla-
cing the charge at a certain “stand-off” distance
from the test structures - in this case the stand-
off distance is 165 feet (53 meters).

Once the charge is ready, the test area is
cleared and the charge is detonated. 

FramelokTM

Positioning the charge
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GLASS FRAGMENTS

Condition Description Exterior Interior hazard protection 
of structure of structure level level

1 glass not cracked, fully none none N/A very high
survived and/or fully 
retained by frame and 

no glass fragments either 
inside or outside structure

2 glass may be cracked yes no significant fragments.  Dusting very low very high
but is retained or very small fragments near 
by the frame sill or on floor acceptable

3a glass failed and not fully yes yes – fragments enter space and very low high
retained in frame land on floor no more than 3.3 ft

from window

3b glass failed and not fully yes yes – fragments enter and land low high
retained in frame on floor no more than 10 ft from

window

4 glass failed and not fully yes yes – land on floor more than 10 ft medium medium
retained in frame from window and impact a vertical 

surface located not more  than 
10 ft behind the window no higher 

than 2 ft above floor level

5 glass fails yes yes – land on floor more than 10 ft high low
catastrophically from window and impact a vertical 

surface not more than 10 ft behind 
window above a height of 2 ft

GSA PERFORMANCE CONDITIONS

This chart explains the window system performance rankings. 
The most desirable results are Condition Levels 1 and 2. Condition 5 is the least 

desirable result, as depicted in the sequenced photos of unprotected glass.

STAND-OFF DISTANCE

Series of photos showing the results 
of a blast pressure wave at least 
4.1 psi on unprotected glass
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RESULTS
The impressive results achieved for LLumar

security films, as applied to both monolithic
(single pane) and insulated glass (dual pane)
window units, are listed in the table above. The
specimens listed in the table underwent testing
in accordance with the US General Services
Administration Standard Test Method for
Glazing and Window Systems Subject to
Dynamic Overpressure Loadings.  All speci-
mens listed were subjected to blast pressures in
excess of 4 psi with the impulse recorded
between 28 and 30 psi-msec.

As you can see, both clear and tinted ver-
sions of CPFilms’ multi-ply 8-mil (200 micron)
products were tested on both tempered and
annealed glass. Each specimen also utilized an
“Edge Retention System.” Edge retention
refers to a method of connecting the filmed
glass to the frame of the window. By installing
an edge retention system, the glass - once bro-
ken - is better contained within the frame. The
retention systems used were a modified

LLumar Edge Grip™ system and Framelok™.
The modified LLumar Edge Grip™ system
consists of a bead of structural silicone applied
around the perimeter of the frame/film intersec-
tion, after framing gasket is removed/modified
in accord with specifications. Framelok™ is a 
non-invasive mechanical edge retention system
that uses acrylic tape to adhere to the
frame/film intersection.

SOCORRO TEST RESULTS
LLumar is excited to announce the results

from the Socorro tests: Levels 1, 2 and 3B were
achieved with various window systems. The
most successful of the four blast tests consisted
of two insulated glass (dual pane “IG” units
with SCLSRPS8 with Framelok and two units
with R20SRPS8 Framelok). In this series, the
annealed units resulted in condition Level 2,
while the tempered glass units scored an
impressive condition Level 1. To our know-
ledge, this is unprecedented in the industry, but
consistent with the stunning results obtained
with LLumar 7-mil (175 micron) films installed
on automotive tempered glass as a forced entry
barrier. Automotive attack tests (conducted in
2003 and most recently in September 2004)
showed a similar enormous increase in tem-
pered glass resistance to fracture. ■
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BLAST HAZARD MITIGATION RESULTS
Window Glass Film Attachment GSA level

Single Pane Tempered SCL SR PS8 Framelok 2

Single Pane Annealed SCL SR PS8 Framelok 3b

Single Pane Annealed R20 SR PS8 Framelok 2

Single Pane Tempered R20 SR PS8 Framelok 3b

Dual Pane Annealed R20 SR PS8 Framelok 2

Dual Pane Tempered R20 SR PS8 Framelok 1

Dual Pane Tempered SCL SR PS8 Framelok 1

Dual Pane Annealed SCL SR PS8 Framelok 2

Dual Pane Annealed R20 SR PS8 Wet glaze 2

Dual Pane Annealed SCL SR PS8 Wet glaze 2

Dual Pane Tempered SCL SR PS8 Wet glaze 1

Dual Pane Tempered R20 SR PS8 Wet glaze 2

Single Pane Tempered R20 SR PS8 Wet glaze 1

Single Pane Annealed SCL SR PS8 Wet glaze 3b

Single Pane Tempered SCL SR PS8 Wet glaze 3b

Single Pane Annealed R20 SR PS8 Wet glaze 3b
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